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Incorporating the influence of social relationships effectively is fundamental to social recommendation
(SR). However, most of the SR algorithms are based on the homophily assumption, where they ignored
friends’ different influence on users and users’ different willingness to be influenced, which may make
improper influence information integrated and harm the recommendation results. To address this, we
propose a unified framework to properly incorporate the influence of social relationships into recommen-
dation by the guidance of buddy (friends who have strong influence on user) and susceptibility (the will-
ingness to be influenced) mining. Specifically, the Social Influence Propagation (SIP) method is proposed
to identify each user’s buddies and susceptibility and the Social Influence based Recommendation model
is proposed to generate the final recommendation. Experiments on the real-world data demonstrate that
the proposed framework can better utilize users’ social relationships, resulting in increased recommen-
dation accuracy.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

To deal with the information overload on the internet, recom-
mender systems have emerged by suggesting users the potential
enjoyed items. Traditional Collaborative Filtering (CF) methods
predict users’ interests by mining users’ rating history. The increas-
ing popular social networks provide additional information to
enhance pure rating-based CF. Recently, based on the homophily
assumption [1] that users linked with each other in social networks
tend to have similar tastes, some social recommendation (SR)
methods have been proposed to improve recommendation
accuracy by leveraging the social relationships between users.
However, among the large volume of information in social rela-
tionships, it has much noise which will disturb the recommenda-
tion. To get better results, we should take deep analysis on
effectively modeling the influence of social relationships into
recommendation.

Studies on social networks show that the social relationships
have multiple aspects of influence on users. First, they can affect
users’ decisions directly, which can be regarded as the short-
term influence of social relationships. In [2,3], psychology and
sociology studies have proved that users’ decisions are affected
simultaneously by individual tastes and social influence. This is also
intuitive in online social networks. In a product review sites, such
as Epinions,1 when a user rates an item, she/he usually cares about
the item’s characteristic to see whether it is interesting, depending
on the individual tastes. She/He also cares about the opinions from
the trusted friends,2 which is the social influence. Second, users’
individual tastes are also affected by friends with time elapsing,
which can be regarded as the long-term influence of social relation-
ships. In [4], the authors studied the interaction between taste sim-
ilarity and social influence in product review sites. They observed
that the average difference of rating behaviors between the users
and their friends decreased after their relations established, and it
continued decreasing as time going. Therefore, it is necessary to
incorporate the influence of social relations properly and compre-
hensively into recommendation. However, the homophily assump-
tion about social relationships used in traditional SR algorithms is
debatable.

On the one hand, not all friends are influential to users in social
network. As we know, social networks sometimes serve a more
general purpose of allowing users socialise among themselves
instead of just reflecting their agreement in item ratings. For
sent the
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instance, when a user establishes a link to a person she/he knows
in the real world, she/he may just want to be informed of the
person’s activities, and they do not necessarily have similar
preferences or influence each others’ decisions. This is a common
situation in Facebook, Twitter and some other social networks.
Therefore, among the hundreds of friends in the social network,
there is much noise and only part of them really have effects on
users’ decisions. It is unnecessary to consider all the friends’
influence when predicting the rating behavior. Additionally, in
[5], it is indicated that the really influential friends’ behaviors play
a very important role on diffusion of items. To the best of our
knowledge, previous SR works do not pay attention on the effects
of these really influential friends, and most of them take account of
all the friends’ influence uniformly. In our work, we attempt to
detect each user’s buddies who have strong influence on the user,
and focus on their rating influence on users. Simultaneously,
we treat these buddies differently according to their influence
strength.

On the other hand, not all the people are apt to be influenced by
others in the social networks. Some users are more susceptible
while some are less, which has been revealed in [5] by randomized
experimentation on samples of 1.3 million Facebook users. For
example, the authors found that younger users are more suscepti-
ble to be influenced than older ones, married individuals are the
least susceptible to be influenced. Thus, we should also treat the
target users differently when considering their friends’ influence.
For the susceptible users, their rating decisions may depend more
on their friends’ influence, while for the unsusceptible users, more
effects come from their individual tastes. In previous social
recommendation works, they confused all the target users together
without taking the role of susceptibility into account.

To address all the problems, we propose a novel recommenda-
tion framework integrating individual buddy and susceptibility
analysis into social influence based recommendation, named BSSR
for short. To detect each user’s buddies and susceptibility, as well
as the influence strength of buddies, we develop a Social Influence
Propagation (SIP) method based on the theory of factor graphs
and sum-product algorithm [6]. Specifically, an Influence Factor
Graph is constructed, which captures users’ rating behaviors and
social network structure into a unified model to analyze the rela-
tionships. Then the accuracy of recommendation can be improved
by considering the short-term and long-term social influence
guided by the buddy’s and susceptibility’s effects. The main contri-
butions of this paper are summarized below:

� Proposing a novel social recommendation framework, BSSR,
guided by mining users’ buddy sets and susceptibility to incor-
porate social relations more properly than traditional SR
methods.
� Developing a Social Influence Propagation (SIP) method based
on the unified Influence Factor Graph to mine buddy sets and
susceptibility simultaneously.
� Two aspects of social influence, short-term and long-term influ-
ence, are considered in the final social influence based
recommendation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first discuss
the related work in Section 2. Then, our new recommendation
framework, BSSR, is introduced in Section 3. The Social Influence
Propagation method for individual buddy and susceptibility
mining is described in Section 4, a social influence based
recommendation model guided by buddy and susceptibility is pre-
sented in Section 5. Then we analyze experimental results on
benchmark datasets in Section 6. Finally, we conclude this work
in Section 7.
Please cite this article in press as: T. Yuan et al., How friends affect user behavi
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2. Related work

In this section, we review some related works, including tradi-
tional recommendation approaches based on collaborative filtering
(CF), recommendation techniques enriched by social relationship,
and works about social relation analysis.

2.1. Collaborative filtering

Techniques based on collaborative filtering are widely used in
recommender systems [7–11]. In general, it is based on the funda-
mental assumption that similar users have similar behaviors on
similar items [12–15]. CF methods are mainly divided into two cat-
egories: memory-based and model-based. Memory-based methods
[7,8] usually ask for similar users’ or items’ advice to produce a
prediction. They can be further categorized as user-based methods
[16,8,17] or item-based methods [7,18,19], depending on whether
the recommendation for a user is aggregated from users with sim-
ilar preference to her/him or from items similar to those she/he
already liked. However, memory-based methods are limited in
handling highly sparse data since it is difficult to estimate the sim-
ilarity accurately.

Different frommemory-based methods, the model-based meth-
ods learn a model based on patterns recognized in the known rat-
ings of users by machine learning and statistical techniques, and
then apply the model to do recommendation. Examples include
the latent semantic models [20,21], clustering models [22,23],
graphical models [24], and Bayesian models [25,26]. Among differ-
ent model-based methods, low-rank matrix factorization (MF)
techniques have attracted much research attention [9–11,27],
due to the advantages of scalability and accuracy. Based on the pre-
mise that users’ tastes can be represented by a small number of
factors, MF techniques learn the low-rank latent factors of users
and items from the observed ratings in the user-item rating matrix,
and then utilize them to predict user’s behavior. However, all the
CF methods mentioned above rely only on users’ history rating
behaviors, it may be insufficient in the context of social networks
where the users’ interactions influence the decision making
dramatically.

2.2. Social recommendation

Several social recommendation (SR) algorithms have been pro-
posed to investigate how social relations can be utilized to provide
better recommendations [28–35]. In [28], the authors proposed the
trust-based model by extending traditional memory-based meth-
ods with social network among users. They replace the similarity
computation process with the use of a trust metric and make rec-
ommendations based on the ratings of users who are trusted.
However, the experiments on a large real dataset show that this
work can only increase the coverage (number of ratings that are
predictable) but fail to improve the prediction accuracy. Jamali
and Ester [34] employ the random walk approach [36] to combine
the trust-based model and the item-based model. It considers not
only ratings of the target item, but also those of similar items. The
random walk model helps to measure the confidence of a recom-
mendation. Their experiments show that this method outperform
other existing memory based approaches. However, it is not scal-
able to large datasets, since it needs to calculate pairwise similar-
ities for each prediction.

Recently, some social recommendation methods based on
matrix factorization techniques show substantial improvements.
One popular way for fusing social relationship into MF model is
to factorize the user-item rating matrix and user–user social rela-
tion matrix jointly by sharing a common user latent factor matrix.
ors? An exploration of social relation analysis for recommendation, Knowl.
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Examples can be seen in [30,32,33]. By this way, they treat the
social recommendation as a multi-relation learning task, where
the user-item rating matrix and user–user social relationship are
two kinds of relations. By sharing the same user latent factor
matrix, information from social relation can be transferred to
improve the rating predictions. However, in [37], the authors have
done experiments to show that this kind of jointly factorization
model is suitable for the links like membership (user-group), but
not very suitable for the links like friendship (user–user).

In [29], the authors fuse social relationship into MF model by
social regularization, which targets to constrain the difference
between the latent factors of user’s friends and herself/himself.
The underlying principle for this kind of fusion is homophily,
where they think users linked together have similar tastes.
Experiments of [37] show that the regularization model is more
suitable for fusing friendships into recommendation than the
jointly factorization model mentioned above. However, in the reg-
ularization model, the real-world recommendation processes,
where user makes decisions based on her/his own taste and
friends’ influence, are not reflected. In [38], the authors consider
the real-world decision process into recommendation, where they
modeled one user’s ratings as the balance between the user’s own
favors and the tastes of her/his friends. However, this method is
also based on the homophily assumption, where they think people
tend to behave similarly when they are linked. Under the homo-
phily assumption, above works consider all the friends’ influence
equally and treat all the users the same to be influenced by friends,
which may make improper influence information to be integrated
and harm the recommendation results. In our paper, we attempt to
incorporate the social relations more properly into recommenda-
tion by considering the different influence of buddies and the sus-
ceptibility of each user, which are mined from our inner analysis of
social influence.

Recently, some extended works have been done on the basis of
above social recommendation models. Jiang et al. [39] extended
the jointly factorization model for twitter recommendation by con-
sidering the contextual information such as the content of tweets
and the people who send the tweets. Yang et al. [40] extended
the regularization model by considering the category information,
they inferred the category-specific circles of friends to influence
the recommendation of items belong to each category. However,
these works need some additional information besides user-item
ratings and user–user relationships, such as content information
and category information, which are not the scenarios discussed
in this paper. Additionally, nor do they pay attention to the buddies’
and susceptibility’s role in social recommendation. One related
work is [31], the authors extend the regularization model by
weighting each social link regularization with the rating similarity
between users. By this way, they try to treat friends differently
according to the rating similarity. However, it is not sufficient to
consider the influence strength simply as the rating similarity,
which has been verified in our experiments in Section 6.6. In our
paper, we will take inner analysis of social influence to identify
the buddies who really influence users’ ratings, instead of just con-
sidering the influence strength as rating similarity.

2.3. Social relation analysis

There exist some works focusing on social relation analysis [41–
52]. Additionally, some platforms also try to analyze the social
influence, such as the Klout,3 Followerwonk,4 InfluenceTracker5

[53]. Social relation analysis attracts more and more attention.
3 https://klout.com.
4 https://followerwonk.com/.
5 http://influencetracker.com/.
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Most of the works aim at the link prediction or link strength analysis.
In [45], the authors study how positive and negative relations among
users can be predicted using various topological features of a social
network. Schifanella et al. [47] shows that users with similar topical
interests aremore likely to be friends, and similaritymeasures among
users based on their annotation metadata are used as the predictive
indication of social links. Xiang et al. [48] proposes a generative
model to estimate relationship strength in social networks based
on observed user interactions and similarities. Yang et al. [49] studies
the problem of labeling the exist edges of social network as positive
or negative relations by capturing users’ behavior, social interactions
and the interplay between them. Since buddies and susceptibility are
both social influence related attributes, we detect them on the basis
of social influence analysis. Unlike the works mentioned above, we
consider the influence as a propagated attribute among users in the
network. In [54], the author addresses to infer topic-level influence
by incorporating the user’s topic distribution and influence propaga-
tion into a unified factor graph model. In our work we inherit the
notion. But directed towards our task’s characteristics, we focus on
the effects of both the user-item interaction similarity and topologi-
cal feature of social network, and incorporate them with influence
propagation to detect each user’s buddies and susceptibility.

3. Our framework – BSSR

3.1. Framework overview

Fig. 1 describes an illustration of our framework. The input is a
heterogeneous graph containing both user-item ratings and user–
user relationships. As discussed before, each user has lots of friends
and not all of them have strong influence on the user’s decisions.
Additionally, not all users are willing to be influenced. Our goal
is to find the buddies who really influence users’ rating behaviors
as well as the susceptibility of each user, and to do recommenda-
tion guided by these useful mined information. It consists of the
following two stages.

Stage 1: Buddy and susceptibility mining. Since buddy can be
regarded as the person who has strong influence on user, and sus-
ceptibility is the willingness for user to be influenced by others, the
essential of this step is to analyze the social influence strength.
Considering the information available here (only rating and rela-
tionship information), we tackle the problem based on three fac-
tors associated with rating behaviors and social network
structure, and formulate them into a unified influence factor graph
based on the theory of factor graphs [6]. The Social Influence
Propagation (SIP) method is proposed to operate in the graph by
passing messages under optimization rule between users. The
detail of this part is presented in Section 4.

Stage 2: Social influence based recommendation. Based on
each user’s buddies and susceptibility, we can exploit the social
relations for recommendation more properly. First, we focus on
the buddies’ different rating influence on users rather than taking
account of all the friends’ influence. Second, target users are trea-
ted differently by their susceptibility when considering the contri-
bution of their individual tastes and their friends’ effects in making
the final decisions. Third, we also consider two aspects of the influ-
ence of social relationships, the short-term influence and the long-
term influence. To address all the issues, we extend our social
influence based recommendation model on the basis of
Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) [9] to generate a final pre-
diction. The detail of this part is presented in Section 5.

3.2. Problem definition

In social recommender systems, we have a set of users
U ¼ fu1; . . . ;uNg and a set of items V ¼ fv1; . . . ;vMg. The users’
ors? An exploration of social relation analysis for recommendation, Knowl.
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Fig. 1. An illustration for BSSR framework. Given the user-item interactions and user–user relationships, to do recommendation for user C and H. Firstly we attempt to mine
C’s and H’s buddies (friends who have strong influence on the user) and susceptibility (the willingness to be influenced) by the social relation analysis. Then recommendation
is done by considering both the user’s individual taste and buddies’ influence. For the susceptible user C (with high susceptibility value), the decision is made mainly by
considering buddies’ influence, while for the unsusceptible user H (with low susceptibility value), the decision is made mainly based on individual taste.
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ratings on items are expressed in a rating matrix R ¼ ½Rij�N�M ,
where Rij denotes the rating of ui on item v j. Each user ui has a
set of social linked neighbors NBþi and NB�i , where NBþi denotes
the neighbors who link from ui and NB�i denotes the neighbors
who link to ui. Note that in undirected networks (e.g. Facebook),
each user’s NBþ and NB� are the same, both of them are the
‘‘friends”. While in directed networks (e.g. Twitter), the NBþ and
NB� are different. In this paper, ‘‘friends” in directed networks
stand for the persons who are followed by the users, so NBþ repre-
sent the ‘‘friends”.

Given the rating records R and the network relations NBþ and
NB�, our aim is to find each user ui’s buddy set, denoted as Bi,
and the susceptibility, denoted as Si, as well as the influence
strength P ¼ ½Pik�N�N , where Pik denotes uk’s influence strength on
ui, and then predict the missing values in the user-item rating
matrix R effectively by the guidance of the above mined
information.

4. Buddy and susceptibility mining

In social networks, both buddy and susceptibility can be consid-
ered as characteristics associated with the social influence. In this
section we focus on analyzing the social influence to detect them.
To capture users’ rating behavior as well as the social network
structure for social influence analysis, we construct an Influence
Factor Graph which incorporates multiple crucial factors into a
unified model. Then the Social Influence Propagation (SIP) method
is proposed based on the factor graph we construct.

4.1. Basic ideas

To discover a user’s buddies and estimate her/his susceptibility,
it is essential to analyze the social influence. In our work, the final
goal is to do recommendation with the help of social relationships.
It is based on Collaborative Filtering, which has the assumption
that similar users have similar tastes on similar items. Thus, the
influential friends (buddies) of each user we want to find is the
friends whose preference is really similar to the user. Thus the
influence we want to infer should reflect the taste similarity. One
significant factor is the rating similarity because rating records
reflect users’ interest and high rating similarity can infer a high
taste similarity. As we know, rating similarity is usually measured
based on the items that the users rate in common [16,31].
However, in some product review sites like Epinions, the users
and their friends usually rate different sets of items. One extreme
case is that there is no item they rate in common, the rating simi-
larity may be considered as zero. Since an influential friend does
Please cite this article in press as: T. Yuan et al., How friends affect user behavi
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not need to rate the same items as the user, the zero rating similar-
ity score here cannot stand for weak influence definitely. Thus, the
rating similarity is not sufficient to represent the social influence.

To analyze the social influence deeply, we also take into account
the network structure. In social link analysis [45], the social topo-
logical feature edge embeddedness, which is defined as the number
of the common friends of two nodes, offers important indications
to link inference. In this paper, we use edge embeddedness to show
how similar the users are with their common friends. It is not only
about the number of common friends but also about the rating
behavior of their common friends. That is, if a friend has many
common friends with similar tastes to the user, she/he should have
strong influence on the user.

Both the rating similarity and edge embeddedness can be taken
as the local features related to two nodes. Additionally, we con-
sider that influence will propagate between users in the whole net-
work, there should be some global constraints in the view of the
whole network structure. In [55,56], a clustering algorithm named
affinity propagation (AP) is proposed by passing messages between
data points under some global rules. The algorithm tries to identify
exemplars among data points and forms clusters around these
exemplars. To get the clustering results that not only maximize
net similarity but also satisfy global cluster constraints, the AP
algorithm utilizes a factor graph to capture both of the factors
(net similarity and global cluster constraints) and proposes a mes-
sage propagation method based on it. The messages propagating in
AP algorithm reflect the attitude of one node to another node,
which is to some extend similar to the influence between users
which we want to analyze. Inspired by the idea of AP, we formulate
our problem into a factor graph based on the factor graph theory
[6] and try to find the influence-related messages as AP did.
Different from AP [55,56], our task is to analyze the social influence
for detecting each users’ buddies and susceptibility. Thus, we
should concentrate on the characteristics of social influence and
incorporate all the factors mentioned above into our Influence
Factor Graph model.
4.2. Constructing influence factor graph

In our model, we have a set of observed variables U ¼ fuigNi¼1
and a set of hidden variables X ¼ fxigNi¼1 corresponding to the N
users. Each xi respects the friend who has the highest influence
strength on the corresponding user ui, and takes the value from
the set {NBþi

S
ui}. For each user ui, we have two kinds of factor

functions associated with the hidden variables, considering all
the factors mentioned above:
ors? An exploration of social relation analysis for recommendation, Knowl.
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� local factor function lui ðxiÞ captures both the rating similarity
and edge embeddedness of user and her/his neighbors.
� global factor function gui

ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ constrains the valid con-
figurations of the whole network.

Here, we use Vector Space Similarity (VSS) to define the rating
similarity, which is widely used in traditional user-based and
item-based recommendation approaches [16,7]:

Vssðui;uf Þ ¼
P

v j2IðiÞ
T

Ið f ÞRij � RfjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
v j2IðiÞ

T
Ið f ÞR

2
ij

q
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

v j2IðiÞ
T

Ið f ÞR
2
fj

q ð1Þ

where IðiÞ denotes the items rated by ui. As discussed before, con-
sidering both the number and the tastes of common friends, we
define the edge embeddedness score as:

Embðui;uf Þ ¼
P

up2cof ði;f ÞVssðui;upÞP
uq2NBþi Vssðui;uqÞ ð2Þ

where cof ði; f Þ ¼ NBþi
TNBþf , denotes the common friend sets of ui

and uf . The above definition comes from the following intuition: if
user uf has many common friends with ui, while these common
friends’ rating tastes are similar to ui; uf should have strong influ-
ence on ui. Note that Embðui;uf Þ and Embðuf ;uiÞ are asymmetric.

Local factor function lui fuses the two local features (rating sim-
ilarity and edge embeddedness) as follows:

lui ðxiÞ ¼
aVssðui; xiÞ þ bEmbðui; xiÞ

Z
; if xi – uiP

uf 2NB�i aVssðuf ;uiÞ þ bEmbðuf ;uiÞ
Z

; if xi ¼ ui

8>><
>>: ð3Þ

where Z is the normalization factor,6 a and b are the embedded coef-
ficients, which combines Vssðui;uf Þ and Embðui;uf Þ to represent uf ’s
local influence feature level on ui. The local factor function is defined
mainly considering following intuition: if a friend uf has a high local
feature similarity (rating similarity and edge embeddedness) with
ui; uf should have a strong influence on ui; if other users trust ui

highly, then ui should trust herself/himself strongly. In [5], extensive
experiments show that: highly influential individuals tend to be
unsusceptible and trust themselves more, which reveals the latter
intuition.

However, not all configurations of xi are suitable in the view of

the whole network. Note that X ¼ fxigNi¼1 are the most influential
friend for the corresponding users. However, xi can take value from
ui’s friends as well as ui herself/himself. If there is no constrains,
everyone will choose herself/himself as the most influential
friends, because the local features of herself/himself will be the
most similar. To constrain the model to bias towards the true influ-
ential users of the whole network, we have the following con-
strain: user ui is expected to choose other persons as her/his xi; if
it has to be herself/himself (xi ¼ ui), ui should be the most influen-
tial friend of at least another user (9xf ¼ ui; f – i). Thus, for each ui,
the global factor function for the satisfaction of the constraint is
defined as:

gui
ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ ¼

0 if xi ¼ ui; and xf – ui for all f – i

1 otherwise:

�
ð4Þ

The joint distribution of both the local and global factor func-
tion over all the observed data factorizes as follows:

L ¼
YN
i¼1

lui ðxiÞ
YN
k¼1

guk
ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ ð5Þ
6 Z ¼ Ruf 2NBþi aVssðui;uf Þ þ bEmbðui;uf Þ
� �þ Ruf 2NB�i aVssðuf ;uiÞ þ bEmbðuf ;uiÞ

� �
.
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Our goal is to maximize the log-likelihoods of the joint distribution
function.

Based on the factor graph theory [6], we describe the factoriza-
tion into an Influence Factor Graph, as shown in Fig. 2. In [6], a factor
graph can represent the product of functions by two kinds of nodes,
variable node and factor node, and the edge-connecting factor node
to corresponding variable node. Here, each xi is a variable node, gui

and lui are the factor nodes. Since lui ðxiÞ only responds to the variable
xi, it only has an edge to xi; gui

ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ is a global function
responding to all the variables, it connects to all the variable nodes.
While it is intractable to find the exact solution to Eq. (5), by con-
structing this influence factor graph, the sum-product algorithm
can be used to find the approximate configuration for it [6].

4.3. Social Influence Propagation (SIP)

The sum-product algorithm can find the parameter configura-
tion for factor graph by passing two kinds of messages on the edge
of the factor graph [6]: messages from variable nodes to factor
nodes and messages from factor nodes to variable nodes. The
two messages are computed differently according to the sum-
product update rule. That is, a message sent from a variable node
y on an edge e is the product of all the messages received at y on
edges other than e; a message sent from a factor node F on an edge
e is the product of the factor function on F with all messages
received at F on edges other than e, and then summarized for the
variable associated with e. The messages are updated iteratively
until convergence.

To learn our Influence Factor Graph equals to maximizing the
logarithm of function L in Eq. (5). Thus, the max-sum algorithm,
which is the log-domain version of the max-product algorithm,
can be used to search over parameter configurations in our model.
This algorithm is identical to the sum-product algorithm, except
that it computes maximums instead of sums, and sums instead
of products in the update rule.

Denote the message from xi to guk
as ui!kðxiÞ, the message from

guk
to xi as wi kðxiÞ. According to the max-sum update rule [6], we

have:

ui!kðxiÞ ¼ log lui ðxiÞ þ
X
f–k

wi f ðxiÞ

wi kðxiÞ ¼max
�fxig

log guk
ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ þ

X
f–i

uf!kðxf Þ
" # ð6Þ

where � fxig denotes the variable sets containing all the variables
except xi.

In affinity propagation [55], the author introduce two sets of
variables responsibility rik and availability aik on the basis of the
max-sum update rules, where rik indicate how strongly data point
i favors point k as its cluster center, aik indicate to what degree
point k thinks itself available as a cluster center for point i. Thus,
for point i, the value of k that maximizes rik þ aik identifies the clus-
ter center for i. Inspired by affinity propagation, we also introduce
the two sets of variables responsibility rik and availability aik for each
social link, which will convert passing messages on the factor
graph (see in Eq. (6)) into passing messages directly between users.
Through involved derivation from the message update rules in Eq.
(6), we can get an equivalent update rules for rik and aik (the deriva-
tion is given in Appendix A): for uk 2 NBþi ,
rik ¼ log lui ðukÞ �maxuf 2NBþi &uf–uk

faif þ log lui ðuf Þg ð7Þ

akk ¼maxuf2NB�k minðrfk;0Þ ð8Þ

aik¼minf�minðrkk;0Þ�maxuf 2NB�k &uf–ui minðrfk;0Þ;maxðrkk;0Þg ð9Þ
ors? An exploration of social relation analysis for recommendation, Knowl.
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According to affinity propagation [55], this two messages
responsibility and availability have a nice explanation in our case:
as shown in Fig. 3, for a social relation where ui is linked to uk

(uk 2 NBþi ), responsibility message rik, which is sent from ui to
her/his trustee uk, respects how strongly ui agrees that uk influ-
ences on her/him; availability message aik, which is sent from uk

to her/his truster ui, respects how strongly uk thinks herself/him-
self influences on ui. Thus, the two messages rik and aik both repre-
sent the influence strength from uk on ui, but from different views
of influence receptor (ui) and sender (uk). Note that in the new
update rules, the responsibility rik from ui to uk are computed taking
into account the availabilities fromui’s other trustee, the availability
aik from uk to ui are computed taking into account the responsibil-
ities from uk’s other truster. Thus, by updating rik and aik on the
social links, the two new kinds of influence related messages prop-
agate between users in the whole social network.

Computing responsibilities and availabilities by the update
rules in Eq. (7)–(9) recursively, the social influence propagate in
the whole network and converge after numbers of iterations. We
name this learning process as social influence propagation (SIP).

Algorithm 1. Algorithm for Buddy and Susceptibility Mining

Require: rating matrices R ¼ ½Rij�N�M , social relationships
NBþ and NB�

Ensure: each users’ buddies Bi and susceptibility Si, the
influence strength P ¼ ½Pik�N�N

1. Calculate the local factor function for each link lui ðukÞ
according to Eq. (3);

2. Initialize all rik as 0;
3. Repeat
4. for each social link (uk 2 NBþi ) do
5. Update rik according to Eq. (7);
6. end for
7. for each user uk do
8. Update akk according to Eq. (8);
9. end for
10. for each social link (uk 2 NBþi ) do
11. Update aik according to Eq. (9);
12. end for
13. Until convergence;
14. for each user ui

15. for each neighboring user uk 2 fNBþi
S
uig

16. Calculate influence strength Pik;
17. end for
18. Select out the Buddy set Bi;
19. Calculate the susceptibility Si according to Eq. (11);
20. end for
Fig. 2. Influence
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4.4. Identify buddy and susceptibility
Based on SIP, we can get the final responsibility and availability
between each social relation. To discover each user’s buddy sets
and estimate her/his susceptibility, at first we define the probabil-
ity of ui to be influenced by uk as follows by considering the two
views of influence:

Pik ¼ 1
1þ e�ðrikþaikÞ

ð10Þ

Now, to find the buddies who have strong influence on the tar-
get user, we set a natural criterion as: a user uk is the buddy of ui,
denoted as uk 2 Bi, if and only if Pik > ei and uk 2 NBþi . In our exper-
iments we set ei as the average influence probability of ui’s friends
on ui. Note that we will detect different number of buddies for dif-
ferent users.

To get each user’s susceptibility, we consider the following two
points: first, if a user has strong influence on herself/himself, she/
he is confident and will be unsusceptible; second, if other persons’
influence on the user is strong, she/he should be susceptible. Thus,
we have the following susceptibility Si for each user ui:

Si ¼
1
nbi

P
uk2NBþi Pik

Pii þ 1
nbi

P
uk2NBþi Pik

ð11Þ

where nbi denotes the number of ui’s friends. We summarize the
detail algorithm for buddy and susceptibility mining in Algorithm 1.

5. Social influence based recommendation

In this section, we illustrate our social influence based recom-
mendation guided by buddy and susceptibility.

We formulate our problem on the basis of Probabilistic Matrix
Factorization (PMF) [9], which learns latent factors of the users
and the items to represent their characteristics. Supposing users’
tastes can be represented by these latent characteristics, decisions
are predicted by users’ and items’ latent factors. Let U 2 Rd�N and
V 2 Rd�M be the user and item latent factor matrices respectively,
with column vectors Ui and Vj representing d-dimensional user-
specific and item-specific latent factors of user ui and item v j.
Our goal is to learn these latent variables and exploit them for
recommendation.

First, to predict the rating decision, we consider three points:
(1) user makes decisions based on individual tastes and friends’
influence. (2) Instead of considering all the friends’ influence, we
should focus on the buddies’ influence on user’s ratings. (3)
Different users should be treated differently when considering
the contributions of their own tastes and others’ influence in the
final decision. Thus, we have following predicted rating:
factor graph.

ors? An exploration of social relation analysis for recommendation, Knowl.
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Fig. 3. An example of social influence propagation.

Table 1
Statistics of the datasets.

Douban Epinions

# of Users 7711 7008
# of Items 43,269 106,693
# of Ratings 1,688,192 349,965
# of Links 358,692 304,971
Ave Ratings per User 218 49
Ave Ratings per Item 39 3
Ave links per User 46 43
Rating Sparsity 99.49% 99.95%
Network Sparsity 99.40% 99.38%
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R̂ij ¼ ð1� SiÞUT
i Vj þ Si

P
uk2Bi PikU

T
kVjP

uk2Bi Pik
ð12Þ

In Eq. (12), a user ui’s social rating decision on item v j is made by

two factors: ui’s individual taste on v j (U
T
i Vj); the rating influence

of ui’s buddies

P
uk2Bi

PikU
T
kVjP

uk2Bi
Pik

 !
, where Bi is the buddy set of ui. The

mined susceptibility Si controls the contributions of the two factors:
if a user is susceptible (with high Si value), the final decision
depends more on friends’ influence; if a user is unsusceptible (with
low Si value), the final decision depends more on individual taste.
Note that here we also consider the buddies’ different influence
strength on target user by the inferred influence probability Pik.

We adopt a probabilistic model with Gaussian observation
noise as in [9]. The conditional distribution over the observed rat-
ings is defined as:

pðRjU;V ;H;r2
RÞ¼

YN
i¼1

YM
j¼1
½N ðRijjR̂ij;r2

RÞ�
IRij

¼
YN
i¼1

YM
j¼1
N Rijjð1�SiÞUT

i VjþSi

P
uk2Bi PikU

T
kVjP

uk2Bi Pik
;r2

R

 !" #IRij

ð13Þ

where IRij is the indicator function that is equal to 1 if ui has rated v j

and equal to 0 otherwise. H denotes all the information (B/S/P) we

have mined in the first stage. NðRijjR̂ij;r2
RÞ indicates the probability

density function of the Gaussian distribution with mean R̂ij and
variance r2

R.
As discussed before, besides affecting user’s rating on items

directly (the short-term influence), the social relationships also
affect user’s individual tastes as time going (the long-term influ-
ence). Here, we also take attention to the long-term influence on
the basis of the observations in [4]: the average taste difference
between users and their friends decreases after their relations have
been established. Thus for users’ latent factors which represent the
user’s tastes, we have following prior:

pðUjNB;r2
U ;r

2
NÞ ¼

YN
i¼1
N Ui

1
nbi

X
uk2NBþi

������ Uk;r2
NI

0
@

1
A

�NðUij0;r2
UIÞ ð14Þ

Here we regularize user’s individual taste by the average tastes of
the friends, zero-mean Guassian prior is to avoid over-fitting.

Through a Bayesian inference, we have the following posterior
distribution of latent factors U and V:
Please cite this article in press as: T. Yuan et al., How friends affect user behavi
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pðU;V jR;H;r2
R;r

2
N ;r

2
U ;r

2
V Þ

/pðRjU;V ;H;r2
RÞpðUjNB;r2

U ;r
2
NÞpðV jr2

UÞ

¼
YN
i¼1

YM
j¼1
N Rijjð1�SiÞUT

i VjþSi

P
uk2Bi PikU

T
kVjP

uk2Bi Pik
;r2

R

 !" #IRij

�
YN
i¼1
N Uij 1nbi

X
uk2NBþi

Uk;r2
NI

0
@

1
A�NðUij0;r2

UIÞ�
YM
j¼1
NðVjj0;r2

V IÞ ð15Þ

The log of the posterior distribution is given by:

ln pðU;V jR;H;r2
R;r

2
N ;r

2
U ;r

2
V Þ

¼ � 1
2r2

R

XN
i¼1

XM
j¼1

IRij Rij � ð1� SiÞUT
i Vj � Si

P
uk2Bi PikU

T
kVjP

uk2Bi Pik

 !2

� 1
2r2

N

XN
i¼1

Ui �
P

uk2NBþi Uk

nbi

 !T

Ui �
P

uk2NBþi Uk

nbi

 !0
@

1
A

� 1
2r2

U

XN
i¼1

UT
i Ui � 1

2r2
V

XM
j¼1

VT
j Vj ð16Þ

Maximizing the log-posterior distribution is equivalent to min-
imizing the following objective function, which is the-sum-
squared errors with regularization terms:

J ðU;V ;R;HÞ¼
XN
i¼1

XM
j¼1

IRij Rij� ð1�SiÞUT
i VjþSi

P
uk2Bi PikU

T
kVjP

uk2Bi Pik

 ! !2

þkN
XN
i¼1
kUi� 1

nbi

X
uk2NBþi

Ukk2F þkU
XN
i¼1
kUik2F þkV

XM
j¼1
kVjk2F ð17Þ

where kU ¼ r2
R=r2

U ; kV ¼ r2
R=r2

V ; kN ¼ r2
R=r2

N , and k:kF is the
Frobenius norm.

A local minimum of the objective function in Eq. (17) can be
found by performing gradient descent on the latent factors Ui

and Vj. Let eij ¼ R̂ij � Rij,

@J
@Ui
¼ ð1� SiÞ

XM
j¼1

IRijeijVj þ
X
uf 2Ai

Sf

PM
j¼1I

R
fjefjPfiVjP

uk2Bf Pfk

þ kN Ui �
P

uk2NBþi Uk

nbi

 !
� kN

X
uf 2NB�i

Uf �
P

uk2NBþf
Uk

nbf

nbf

þ kUUi
@J
@Vj
¼
XN
i¼1

IRijeij ð1� SiÞUi þ Si

P
uk2Bi PikUkP
uk2Bi Pik

 !
þ kVVj ð18Þ

where Ai is the set that includes all the users who have ui as the
buddy. We can achieve the convergent latent variables U and V by
updating the values of them repeatedly according to Eq. (18), then
we can predict the missing values to make recommendation by
Eq. (12). In order to reduce the model complexity, we set kU ¼ kV
in our experiments as other papers [27,30,29,38].
ors? An exploration of social relation analysis for recommendation, Knowl.
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Table 2
Performance comparison on Douban datasets.

Methods Douban 70% Douban 50%

RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

ItemCF 0.8150 ± 0.0013 0.6479 ± 0.0011 0.8232 ± 0.0014 0.6536 ± 0.0011
PMF 0.7937 ± 0.0009 0.6153 ± 0.0007 0.8162 ± 0.0005 0.6351 ± 0.0005
SoRec 0.7802 ± 0.0012 0.6068 ± 0.0009 0.8030 ± 0.0004 0.6249 ± 0.0005
RSTE 0.7738 ± 0.0013 0.6026 ± 0.0009 0.7898 ± 0.0015 0.6165 ± 0.0010
SoReg 0.7689 ± 0.0017 0.5965 ± 0.0013 0.7817 ± 0.0017 0.6107 ± 0.0015

BSR 0.7513 ± 0.0016 0.5915 ± 0.0011 0.7687 ± 0.0015 0.6053 ± 0.0012
SSR 0.7617 ± 0.0013 0.5958 ± 0.0011 0.7778 ± 0.0009 0.6149 ± 0.0010
BSSR-S 0.7562 ± 0.0016 0.5902 ± 0.0014 0.7723 ± 0.0013 0.6072 ± 0.0010
BSSR 0.7436 ± 0.0016 0.5852 ± 0.0012 0.7583 ± 0.0013 0.5990 ± 0.0011
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6. Experiments

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
our BSSR by comparing to state-of-the-art algorithms on two
real-world datasets.

6.1. Datasets

The suitable datasets for this research would be the real-world
data from online social networks, which contains the users’ rating
behaviors as well as their social relationships. Thus, we conduct
our experiments on the following datasets.

Douban dataset. Douban7 is a Chinese social website which
provides user rating, review and recommendation services for
movie, books and music. Users can rate items using a five-point scale
(1–5) to express their preference on them. In addition, users can
establish relations with others to be informed of the friends’ activi-
ties. To evaluate our models recommendation quality, we conduct
our experiments on a subset of Douban for rating prediction, which
contains the users’ ratings on items as well as the social relations.
The dataset contains 7711 users and 43,269 items with 1,688,192
ratings and 358,692 relationships.

Epinions dataset. Epinions8 is a well-known product review
website where users can read and write reviews on a various of
items (such as electronic products, cars, books, household goods,. . .)
and also rate items using a five-point scale (1–5). Each member of
Epinions maintains a ‘‘trust” list to indicate explicitly her/his attitude
on others, which also forms a social network among users. The data-
set consists of 7008 users and 106,693 items with 349,965 ratings
and 304,971 trust relationships.

The detailed statistics of the two datasets are showed in Table 1.
In both datasets, the high sparsity is rather noticeable in user-item
rating matrices as well as user–user relationships. Compared to
Douban, Epinions owns more items and less ratings, which leads
to a sparser rating matrix. However, the network sparsity of the
two datasets are comparable.

6.2. Experimental setups

6.2.1. Performance measurement
In the experimental study, we focus on the task of rating predic-

tion to evaluate our model’s recommendation quality. The users’
rating dataset is randomly divided into two folds, the training set
and the testing set. We train the model on the training data, and
predict the ratings in the testing set using the model learned from
the training set.

Since we want to measure the rating prediction accuracy, we
choose the two most popular metrics for this task, Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).
7 http://www.douban.com.
8 http://www.epinions.com.
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MAE is defined as:

MAE ¼ 1
T

X
i;j

jRij � R̂ijj ð19Þ

RMSE is defined as:

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
T

X
i;j
ðRij � R̂ijÞ

2
r

ð20Þ

where Rij denotes the rating score of user ui on item v j; R̂ij denotes
the predicted rating score of user ui on item v j, and T denotes the
number of tested ratings. The smaller MAE or RSME value means
a better performance.

To get convincing results, we conducted experiments on differ-
ent amounts of training data (70% and 50%) to test the models’ per-
formance under different sparsity cases. For example, for training
data 70%, we randomly select 70% of the ratings for training and
the rest for testing. The random selection was carried out 5 times
independently, and we report the average results.

6.2.2. Baselines
To validate the effectiveness of our BSSR model, we compare it

with the following baselines, which contains the state-of-the-art
Collaborative Filtering methods, the social recommendation tech-
niques, and some partial configurations of our model.

� ItemCF [7]: The standard item-based collaborative filtering
method predicts the rating of the item according to the user his-
torical ratings on the similar items. It only uses the user-item
interaction information.
� PMF (Probabilistic Matrix Factorization) [9]: The baseline
matrix factorization model which learns low-rank latent factors
for users and items to predict the preference. It only uses the
user-item matrix for recommendation.
� SoRec (Social Recommendation) [30]: Assuming the inner pro-
duct of two user’s latent factors can indicate two users’ relation-
ship, this method jointly factorizes the user-item rating matrix
and user–user relation matrix by sharing the same user latent
space.
� RSTE (Recommendation with Social Trust Ensemble) [38]: This
method incorporate the social relation information into recom-
mendation by modeling one user’s ratings as the balance
between the user’s own favors and the tastes of her/his friends.
However, it neglects the different influence strength of friends
and the different susceptibilities of users.
� SoReg (Recommendation with Social Regularization) [31]: This
method designs a matrix factorization objective function with
social regularization, which constrains the difference between
the latent factors of user’s friends and herself/himself. It uses
the rating similarities between users to weight the regulariza-
tion, but it also considers all the friends’ influence.
ors? An exploration of social relation analysis for recommendation, Knowl.
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Meanwhile, to investigate the effects of our mined buddies and
susceptibility respectively, we also compare the following two par-
tial configurations of our model:

� BSR (Buddy based Social Recommendation): This method pre-
dicts decisions guided by the different influence of each user’s
buddies and ignores the susceptibility’s effects. The adjusted
function is similar to Eq. (17) but with the predicted rating as

R̂ij ¼ ð1� SÞUT
i Vj þ S

P
uk2Bi

PikU
T
kVjP

uk2Bi
Pik

, where S is uniform to all users.

� SSR (Susceptibility based Social Recommendation): This
method takes into account the individual susceptibility’s effects
but considers all the friends’ influence on decisions. The objec-
tive function is similar to Eq. (17) but with the predicted rating

as R̂ij ¼ ð1� SiÞUT
i Vj þ Si

P
uk2NBþi

1
nbi

UT
kVj.

To investigate the effects of long-term influence, we also imple-
ment following comparison:

� BSSR-S (BSSR with only short-term influence): In this method,
we follow the framework of BSSR model, but do not consider
the long-term influence of social relationships with kN ¼ 0 in
Eq. (17).
6.3. Performance comparison

The experimental results using 10 dimensions to represent the
latent factors are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The parameter settings
of our approach are kN ¼ 10 for Douban dataset and kN ¼ 20 for
Epinions dataset, for both datasets kU ¼ kV ¼ 0:01; a ¼ b ¼ 0:5.

From the results, we can observe that our BSSR model consis-
tently outperforms other approaches on both datasets, no matter
using the 70% training set or the 50% training set. For example,
when using 70% as training data: on Douban dataset, BSSR can
improve the performance by 6.31% and 3.29% in terms of RMSE,
and 4.89% and 1.89% in terms of MAE in contrast to PMF
(state-of-the-art algorithm in traditional CF models) and SoReg
(state-of-the-art algorithm in social recommendation models),
respectively; on Epinions, BSSR improves the performance as high
as 6.14% and 2.83% in terms of RMSE, and 6.90% and 3.94% in terms
of MAE in contrast to PMF and SoReg, respectively. We can observe
that social recommendation algorithms are all consistently better
than traditional CF models, which provides a strong evidence that
the social relations are useful to improve the recommendation
accuracy. Note that the improvements of BSSR over the best base-
line SoReg are comparable to the improvements of SoReg over PMF
on both datasets, which demonstrates that our model gets a signif-
icant improvements and can better utilize the social relations into
recommendation.
Table 3
Performance comparison on Epinions datasets.

Methods Epinions 70%

RMSE MAE

ItemCF 1.1620 ± 0.0016 0.9028 ± 0.001
PMF 1.1213 ± 0.0017 0.8664 ± 0.001
SoRec 1.0957 ± 0.0015 0.8499 ± 0.001
RSTE 1.0899 ± 0.0011 0.8434 ± 0.000
SoReg 1.0831 ± 0.0016 0.8397 ± 0.001

BSR 1.0611 ± 0.0017 0.8177 ± 0.001
SSR 1.0710 ± 0.0011 0.8297 ± 0.001
BSSR-S 1.0695 ± 0.0013 0.8131 ± 0.001
BSSR 1.0525 ± 0.0015 0.8066 ± 0.001
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It should be noted that both BSR and SSR achieve better perfor-
mance than the baseline social recommendation methods (SoRec,
RSTE and SoReg), which demonstrates the effectiveness of either
buddies or susceptibility. Meanwhile, BSR producing higher
improvements than SSR shows that the buddies’ guidance plays a
larger role than susceptibility. This may because that there are
much noise among social relations, it is more imperative to detect
each user’s real influential friends to filter out the noisy friends’
influence. However, the improvement achieved by BSSR over both
BSR and SSR demonstrates the importance of considering both the
two aspects’ information simultaneously.

Note that, both RSTE and BSSR-S consider only the short-term
influence, the difference is that RSTE do not consider the buddies’
and susceptibility’s effect. It is obvious that BSSR-S outperforms
RSTE consistently in all cases, which shows the significance of
buddy and susceptibility mining for effectively incorporating the
short-term influence of relationships into recommendation.
Additionally, we can observe that BSSR-S cannot perform as good
as BSSR, which demonstrates that it is necessary to consider the
long-term influence of social relationships. Furthermore, compared
with SoReg which only considers the long-term social regulariza-
tion, BSSR-S can get improved results. It demonstrates that the first
term of Eq. (17) (the short-term influence) plays a more important
role for improving results than the social regularization term of Eq.
(17) (the long-term influence).
6.4. Performance on different users

In social recommendation methods including our model, there
are two important user related information: ratings and social rela-
tionships. Different users have different numbers of ratings or rela-
tionships. How does our model works under these different
scenarios? Hence, in order to perform comprehensive comparison
with other methods, we evaluate the prediction accuracies of dif-
ferent users.
6.4.1. Users with different number of observed ratings
Here, we group all users based on the number of observed rat-

ings in the training data, and evaluate the performance on different
user groups with different rating numbers. The experimental
results are shown in Fig. 4 (Douban dataset) and Fig. 5 (Epinions
dataset). In both datasets, users are grouped into 6 classes:
‘‘0-10”, ‘‘11-20”, ‘‘21-40”, ‘‘41-80”, ‘‘81-160” and ‘‘>160”, denoting
how many ratings users have rated.

Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) summarize the distribution of the testing
data according to the user groups with different ratings in the
training data (70% as training data). For example, there are a total
4499 user-item ratings to be predicted in the Epinions testing
dataset where the related users in the training data have rating
numbers from 1 to 10.
Epinions 50%

RMSE MAE

2 1.1753 ± 0.0014 0.9110 ± 0.0010
4 1.1474 ± 0.0007 0.8821 ± 0.0008
3 1.1188 ± 0.0007 0.8657 ± 0.0007
9 1.1053 ± 0.0012 0.8601 ± 0.0009
3 1.0985 ± 0.0011 0.8535 ± 0.0006

3 1.0738 ± 0.0014 0.8334 ± 0.0009
0 1.0865 ± 0.0009 0.8442 ± 0.0007
0 1.0796 ± 0.0011 0.8304 ± 0.0006
1 1.0663 ± 0.0014 0.8249 ± 0.0007

ors? An exploration of social relation analysis for recommendation, Knowl.
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of users with different number of ratings on Douban.
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From Figs. 4 and 5, we can get the following observations: (1)
In general, almost all the methods get better results on the users
who have more ratings, which demonstrates that user’s ratings on
item are very valuable for modeling his/her taste. (2) For the
baseline social recommendation (SR) methods (SoRec, RSTE and
SoReg), all of them get consistently better results than PMF (tra-
dition CF method) on users with different number of ratings.
Additionally, the improvements over PMF are more obvious when
few user ratings are given. When more rating is given, it is more
challenging for SR methods to get significant improvement. (3)
Our method BSSR gets improvements over other SR methods on
all the user cases. However, when the users have few ratings,
the improvements are not as obvious as on users with more rat-
ings. This may because that our improvement over other SR
methods mainly come from the influence analysis. Since the influ-
ence analysis of our model is based on both the user’s ratings and
the social relationships, it is difficult for us to get good influence
analysis results on the users who have few ratings. Nevertheless,
when the users have more ratings, BSSR get obvious improve-
ment than other SR methods due to effective influence analysis
on users.
6.4.2. Users with different number of friends
Here, we group all users based on the number of friends they

have, and evaluate the performance on different user groups with
Fig. 5. Performance comparison of users with
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different friend numbers. The experimental results are shown in
Fig. 6 (Douban dataset) and Fig. 7 (Epinions dataset). In both data-
sets, users are grouped into 4 classes: ‘‘<30”, ‘‘30-70”, ‘‘70-150”
and ‘‘>150”, denoting how many friends users have rated.

Figs. 6(a) and 7(a) summarize the distribution of the testing
data according to the user groups with different number of friends.
For example, there are a total 30,765 user-item ratings to be pre-
dicted in the Douban testing dataset where the related users have
friend numbers <30.

From Figs. 6 and 7, we can get the following observations: (1)
For the baseline social recommendation (SR) methods (SoRec,
RSTE and SoReg), all of them get improvements over PMF on users
with different number of friends. However, the improvements are
obvious only when the users have few friends (<30). When the
users have large number of friends, the improvements become less
obvious. This may because that there exists much noise among
these large number of friends, traditional SR methods do not dee-
ply analyze the social influence to filter out the noise and find the
real influential friends, which will make improper social influence
information to be incorporated and harm the recommendation
results. (2) Our method BSSR perform better than other SR meth-
ods consistently, especially get obvious improvement on users
with many friends, which demonstrates that social influence anal-
ysis is significant for guiding the incorporation of social relations
into recommendation.
different number of ratings on Epinions.
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of users with different number of friends on Douban.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison of users with different number of friends on Epinions.
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6.5. Parameter analysis

Here, we investigate the effects of two important parameters in
our model: the number of latent factors d and the kN .

Number of latent factors d: The number of latent factors d is
an important parameter for low-rank matrix factorization tech-
niques. If d is too small, the recommender system cannot make a
distinction between any users or items. If d is too large, users
and items will be too unique to find their similarities in tastes
Fig. 8. RMSE and MAE performance of diffe
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and the complexity will considerably increase. Note that PMF,
SoRec, RSTE, SoReg and BSSR are all based on the matrix factoriza-
tion models. To investigate the effects of d, we conduct experi-
ments on the four different methods by varying d on both
datesets with the 70% and 50% training data. The results are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9.

We can observe that, in general RMSE and MAE reduce with the
latent factor number d increasing. There exist a convergence effect
of d: when increasing the latent factor number d to be around 10,
rent latent factor numbers on Douban.
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Fig. 9. RMSE and MAE performance of different latent factor numbers on Epinions.

λN λN

Fig. 10. Impact of kN on the RMSE and MAE performance of Douban.
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there seem to be little improvement for larger d. This suggests that
a small number of latent factors (such as 10) is enough for the four
models. Additionally, from the results, it shows obviously that our
BSSR methods consistently outperforms other methods varying
with different number of latent factors on both datasets.

Parameter kN: kN controls the contribution of social relation’s
long-term influence in the whole objective function. In the extreme
case, if the value of kN is very small, the user’s individual tastes will
not be influenced by others. On the other side, if the value of kN is
λN

Fig. 11. Impact of kN on the RMSE an
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very large, the social relations’ long-term influence will dominate
the learning processes. Figs. 10 and 11 show the performance of
our BSSR on both datasets with different values of kN . We can see
that, no matter whether using 70% training data or 50% training
data, in both datasets the RMSE and MAE results decrease at first,
but when kN goes greater than a threshold (kN ¼ 10 for Douban and
kN ¼ 20 for Epinions) the results increase. This observation coin-
cides with the intuitions: considering the long-term influence of
social relationships is useful for recommendation; yet, if too much
λN

d MAE performance of Epinions.
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Table 4
Results of different buddy mining tactics (d = 10) on Douban.

Methods Douban 70% Douban 50%

RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

SSR 0.7617 ± 0.0013 0.5958 ± 0.0011 0.7778 ± 0.0009 0.6149 ± 0.0010
BSSR_Ran 0.7602 ± 0.0027 0.5966 ± 0.0019 0.7752 ± 0.0036 0.6172 ± 0.0025
BSSR_Sim 0.7554 ± 0.0014 0.5934 ± 0.0013 0.7695 ± 0.0011 0.6115 ± 0.0010
BSSR_SIP 0.7436 ± 0.0016 0.5852 ± 0.0012 0.7583 ± 0.0013 0.5990 ± 0.0011

Table 5
Results of different buddy mining tactics (d = 10) on Epinions.

Methods Epinions 70% Epinions 50%

RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

SSR 1.0710 ± 0.0011 0.8297 ± 0.0010 1.0865 ± 0.0009 0.8442 ± 0.0007
BSSR_Ran 1.0725 ± 0.0033 0.8266 ± 0.0029 1.0855 ± 0.0026 0.8427 ± 0.0023
BSSR_Sim 1.0673 ± 0.0014 0.8232 ± 0.0011 1.0804 ± 0.0010 0.8392 ± 0.0006
BSSR_SIP 1.0525 ± 0.0015 0.8066 ± 0.0011 1.0663 ± 0.0014 0.8249 ± 0.0007
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weight is given to the long-term influence, it may pollute the other
factors which affect user decisions and in turn harm the recom-
mendation performance.

6.6. Probe on different buddy mining tactics

As showing in above experiments, a key reason for the perfor-
mance improvement of BSSR is utilizing the buddies to guide the
incorporation of social relations into recommendation. Here one
intuitive question is that do we really find the right buddies to
get better results? To examine this, we conduct an experimental
analysis on different tactics to find each user’s buddies. We are
especially interested in two cases: (1) What if we randomly select
buddies for our BSSR model? (2) What if we select buddies just by
the rating similarity between users?

We evaluate different buddy mining tactics on our BSSR model
and the comparison results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. In the two
tables, BSSR_Ran means to randomly select some friends as the
buddies, BSSR_Sim means to select the buddies as the friends
who have high rating similarities to users, and BSSR_SIP means
to detect the buddies by Social Influence Propagation (SIP) method
described in Section 3. To make a fair comparison, we use the same
susceptibility Si detected by SIP in three methods. Comparing with
the SSR which considers all the friends’ influence, the BSSR_Ran
gets comparable performance, which means that not all friends
have effects on users’ decisions and it is unnecessary to consider
all of their influence when recommendation. On the other hand,
BSSR_Ran and BSSR_Sim do not get much better performance than
SSR, which means these two easy tactics do not find the right bud-
dies. It is obvious that BSSR_SIP outperforms the other two tactics,
which demonstrates the effectiveness of our buddy mining
method.

7. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we propose a novel social recommendation
framework, BSSR, to incorporate the influence of social relations
into recommendation more properly by the guidance of mining
buddies and susceptibility. First, to detect each user’s buddies
and susceptibility, the Social Influence Propagation (SIP) method
is proposed for social relation analysis by passing two kinds of
influence related messages. Then we proposed the social influence
based recommendation model to generate the final prediction,
which incorporates the influence of social relationship by the guid-
ance of the mined buddies and susceptibility. Experimental results
Please cite this article in press as: T. Yuan et al., How friends affect user behavi
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on two datasets from real-world social networks have demon-
strated that the proposed method produces better recommenda-
tion results than other competitors.

Our future work will involve further exploration of social rela-
tion analysis for recommendation. In particular, we could involve
more information into our model, such as the domain information
and the time context. We would try to take the domain-specific
social relation analysis to detect each users’ buddy set and suscep-
tibility on each domain, and to do recommendation by considering
the domain-specific behavior. Additionally, the time context may
also change user’s behavior on social network. For example, an
popular events may drive the users’ behaviors as well as the link
strength between users. How to model the time context in social
recommendation is an interest topic we can discuss in the future.

Appendix A

Here, we present the derivation of the updating rule for r and a
in Eqs. (7)–(9). As shown in Eq. (6), we have the following update
rule forui!kðxiÞ (message from xi to guk

) and wi kðxiÞ (message from
guk

to xi).

ui!kðxiÞ ¼ log lui ðxiÞ þ
X
f–k

wi f ðxiÞ

wi kðxiÞ ¼max
�fxig

log guk
ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ þ

X
f–i

uf!kðxf Þ
" #

According to Eq. (4), we have:

log gui
ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ ¼

�1 if xi ¼ ui; and xf – ui for all f – i

0 otherwise:

�
ð21Þ

We substitute Eq. (21) into Eq. (6) and obtain:

wi kðxiÞ¼ max
�fxig

ðxk¼ukÞ^ð9f–k;xf¼ukÞ^ðxk–ukÞ

X
f–i

uf!kðxf Þ

¼

P
f–imaxxfuf!kðxf Þþmaxf–iðuf!kðukÞ
�maxxfuf!kðxf ÞÞ; ui¼uk¼xiP
f–imaxxfuf!kðxf Þ; ui¼uk–xiP
f–imaxxfuf!kðxf Þ; ui–uk¼xiP
f–imaxxfuf!kðxf Þþmaxfuk!kðukÞ�maxxkuk!kðxkÞ
þmaxf–k;iðuf!kðukÞ�maxxfuf!kðxf ÞÞ;
maxxk–ukuk!kðxkÞ�maxxkuk!kðxkÞg; ui–uk–xi

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð22Þ
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Inspired by the derivation of affinity propagation, we can view
ui!kðxiÞ and wi kðxiÞ as the sum of two parts: one is variable relying
on xi and the other is constant. That is:

ui!kðxiÞ ¼ u1
i!kðxiÞ þu2

i!k ð23Þ
wi!kðxiÞ ¼ w1
i!kðxiÞ þ w2

i!k ð24Þ

where we let

u2
i!k ¼max

xi–uk
ui!kðxiÞ ð25Þ
w2
i!k ¼ wi!kðxi – ukÞ ð26Þ
Thus we have:

u1
i!kðukÞ ¼ ui!kðukÞ �u2

i!k ¼ log lui ðukÞ þ
X
f–k

wi f ðukÞ

�max
uf–uk
½log lui ðuf Þ þ

X
j–k

wi jðuf Þ� ¼ log lui ðukÞ

þ
X
f–k

w2
i f �max

uf–uk
½log lui ðuf Þ þ w1

i f ðuf Þ þ
X
j–k

w2
i j�

¼ log lui ðukÞ �max
uf–uk
½log lui ðuf Þ þ w1

i f ðuf Þ� ð27Þ

Additionally, from Eqs. (25) and (23) we can have:

max
xi

ui!kðxiÞ ¼maxfu2
i!k;ui!kðukÞg

¼ u2
i!k þmaxf0;u1

i!kðukÞg ð28Þ
With it we can get following:

w1
i!kðukÞjui¼uk ¼wi!kðukÞ�wi!kðxi –ukÞjui¼uk ðfrom Eq:ð24Þ Eq:ð26ÞÞ

¼max
f–i
ðuf!kðukÞ�max

xf
uf!kðxf ÞÞ ðfrom Eq:ð22ÞÞ

¼max
f–i

u1
f!kðukÞ�maxf0;u1

f!kðukÞg

�ðfrom Eqs: ð23Þ and ð28ÞÞ¼max
f–i

minfu1
f!kðukÞ;0g ð29Þ

similarly, we have:

w1
i!kðukÞjui–uk

¼ wi!kðukÞ � wi!kðxi – ukÞjui–uk

¼ �maxfuk!kðukÞ �max
xk

uk!kðxkÞ þmax
f–k;i
ðuf!kðukÞ

�max
xf

uf!kðxf ÞÞ;max
xk–uk

uk!kðxkÞ �max
xk

uk!kðxkÞg

¼ �maxfminfu1
k!kðukÞ;0g þmax

f–k;i
minfu1

f!kðukÞ;0g;

�maxfu1
k!kðukÞ;0gg ¼minf�minfu1

k!kðukÞ;0g
�max

f–k;i
minfu1

f!kðukÞ;0g;maxfu1
k!kðukÞ;0gg ð30Þ

let rik ¼ u1
i!kðukÞ and aik ¼ w1

i!kðukÞ, we can have Eqs. (28)–(30) as:

rik ¼ log lui ðukÞ �maxuf–ukfaif þ log lui ðuf Þg ð31Þ
akk ¼maxuf–ui minðrfk;0Þ ð32Þ
aik ¼minf�minðrkk;0Þ �maxuf–uk ;ui minðrfk; 0Þ;maxðrkk;0Þg ð33Þ

which is equal to Eqs. (7)–(9), considering that link exists only
between neighbors.

Note that aik þ rik < aij þ rij indicates wi kðukÞ þui!kðukÞ <
wi jðujÞ þui!jðujÞ, thus, the new update rules for a and r in Eqs.
(7)–(9) can be used to find the optimal value instead of the mes-
sages update rule in Eq. (6).
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